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I.   More complete hydrodynamic modeling
               

II.   Interactions with boundaries
               



Unbounded single-particle systems:  well characterized by strobe model

•  has provided the first Paradigm for the emergence of quantum behavior                                          

•  chaotic pilot-wave dynamics yields multimodal statistics   

•  monochromatic wavefield confines drop to a discrete number of states

The state of affairs

Multiple-particle systems:  revealed shortcomings of strobe model

•  result from limited description of far-field wave form

•  result from neglect of transient wave form generated at impact

•  note:  strobe model is by construction nonlocal                                         

•  motivates development of more complete, local description of wave generation



“The WORKS”

•  couples droplet dynamics of MB to full treatment of the waves

•  drop serves as a local source of viscously damped Faraday waves

•  a hydrodynamically complete treatment of the problem

•  captures both transient and standing wave components



Quasi-potential theory

Long wave limit

Damped wave equation

�t = �g(t)⌘ + 2⌫��� 1

⇢
PD

⌘t = r · (hr�) + 2⌫�⌘ Milewski et al., JFM 2015
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series of fundamental experiments such as non-specular reflection [cite upcoming paper]
and di↵raction past a slit.
Since the discovery of this fascinating experiment by Couder et al. (2005), several stud-

ies have further strengthen the analogy between bouncing drops (with its accompanying
pilot-wave), and the wave-mechanics interpretation of quantum physics. For a recent
review of the subject see Bush (2015). Most relevant to this paper is the quasi-potential
theory developed in Milewski et al. (2015). Our model builds on Milewski et al. (2015)
by employing the reasonable assumption that the waves are nearly monochromatic, and
therefore we need not model all wavenumber correctly, but only those of a particular
frequency. This allows for great simplification of the governing equations, making the
system more physically transparent without sacrificing much quantitative agreement.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In §2 we present the wave-model,
and explore its connections to the quasi-potential theory of Milewski et al. (2015). In
§3 we couple the model for the drop’s dynamics developed in Moláček & Bush (2013b)
to the wave model of §2. In order to simplify the problem, we consider a drop bouncing
periodically in time, and assume that the contact time is much smaller than the bouncing
period. In section §4 we study through numerical simulations the properties of the
proposed model, and compare the results to experiments involving boundaries. Finally,
we discuss in section §5 the limitation of our work, as well as future research directions.

2. Wave model

We take as a starting point the model proposed in Milewski et al. (2015), which when
extended to a bath of finite depth [cite Andre] is given by

�� = 0, for � h(x) 6 z 6 0 (2.1)

r� · n = 0, for z = �h(x) (2.2)

�t = �g(t)⌘ + 2⌫�?�+
�

⇢
�?⌘, for z = 0 (2.3)

⌘t = �z + 2⌫�?⌘, for z = 0 (2.4)

Here ⌘,�, h denote the free-surface displacement, velocity potential, and bottom depth,
respectively. The parameters ⌫,�, ⇢ have their usual meaning of kinematic viscosity,
surface tension, and density. Finally g(t) = g0(1+� cos (⌦t)) represents the gravitational
acceleration in the bath’s frame of reference, n is a vector normal to the bottom profile,
and �? is the horizontal Laplacian (i.e. �? = @xx + @yy). The idea now is to simplify
the above system by considering waves which are nearly monochromatic.

Ideally, we would like to write a two-dimensional problem for the surface displacement,
but because of �z in equation (2.4), we are required to solve (2.1) in the entire three-
dimensional domain. In general, this an expensive procedure, and therefore our main
goal is to replace �z by an expression involving data only on the surface (i.e. z = 0)
. In a long-wave/shallow-water limit, an asymptotic expansion of equations (2.1)–(2.4)
formally yields �z(x, 0, t) ⇡ �r · (h(x)r�(x, 0, t)). Thus, in the long wave limit, the
surface waves can be modeled by the following system†:

�t = �g(t)⌘ + 2⌫�?�+
�

⇢
�?⌘, (2.5)

⌘t = �r? · (h(x)r?�) + 2⌫�?⌘, (2.6)

When coupled to equations of motion for a drop, equations (2.5)–(2.6) already capture

† Some technical issues arise when taking a long wave limit ...

Long-wave, low viscosity approximation

•  viscous effects confined to thin region adjoining free surface



Weakly viscous quasi-potential wave generation

•  coupled to trajectory equation developed by Molacek & Bush (2013ab)

r2� = 0

B.C.s 1. � ! 0 as z ! �1

3. ⌘t = �z + 2⌫r2
H
⌘, z = 0

2. �t = g(t)⌘ +
�
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H
⌘ + 2⌫r2

H
�� 1

⇢
PD(x� xp, t), z = 0

•  droplet serves as generator of waves for which viscous effects are confined
    to a thin boundary layer adjoining the upper surface

 (Milewski, Galeano-Rios, Nachbin & Bush, JFM 2015)

  
WAVE-MAKING DROP

•  drop serves as a localized pressure perturbation to the free surface



Droplet dynamics  Milewski et al. JFM (2015)

  
Wave making

•  drop applies pressure                            during impact, where  

Free flight 

Impact 

and 



Comparison of standing wave fields

Fort MB2 MB2 ,    App.73MGNB 

•  Note:  the WORKS also captures the transient wave generated at impact



Disturbance of forced and unforced interfaces

•  withdraw millimetric needle from interface

Vibrational forcingNo forcing

•  field of Faraday waves persist •  waves quickly disperse 

•  vibration predisposes bath to monochromatic wave field with Faraday wavelength



The wave form generated by a single impact

Forced 

Unforced 



The wave form generated by a single impact

High Me Dependence on Me 

•  relative magnitude of standing and transient components increases with Me

Bessel 

Low Me

High Me



Numerical results

•  transient walker start-up 

•  fast dynamics and transient wave generation fully resolved



Numerical results
•  captures different bouncing modes, regime diagrams
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Numerical results

•  variation of impact phase, speed in the 
    walking regime



Predicted walking speeds

R=0.31 mm R=0.31 mm
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•   discontinuities associated with transition to more energetic walking state:

(2,1)                 (2,1) 21



Ratcheting pairs

•  a worst case scenario: non-resonant bouncers of unequal size; transient waves

•  strobe model utterly inadequate

•  optical, quantum ratchets arise when propulsion of an object is induced by
    interaction with a periodic or random field



Ratcheting pairs
•  interdrop distance depends on relative phase of bouncers
•  prescribed by minima of neighbor’s wave field

Experiments



Ratcheting pairs

•  interdrop distance depends on relative phase of bouncers
•  prescribed by minima of neighbor’s wave field

Experiments



Ratcheting pairs Theory



Ratcheting pairs

Experiments

(1,1)1

(1,1)2

(2,1)

(2,1)1

•  as memory is increased, direction of motion may reverse up to 3 times



Ratcheting pairs
•  as memory is increased, direction of motion may reverse up to 3 times

Experiments



Ratcheting pairs

Theory

•  highlights importance of 
    transient wave from near
    neighbors



Handling variable bottom topography

•  central to a number of key analog systems (diffraction, tunneling, corrals)        
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Long wave limit
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Long-wave approximation

 Milewski et al. JFM (2015)



Can we trade long-wave for quasi-monochromatic? 
In other words, can we still use

A model for walking droplets over a variable depth 3

many of the important qualitative features of the walkers/boundaries interactions. In
fact, as shown in [cite], even surface tension and viscous damping are not essential for
retaining the main features of this particle wave system, and much simpler models such
as

⌘tt � g(t)r · (h(x)r⌘) + �⌘t = 0, � > 0, (2.7)

can be used to describe the waves. The most important consequence of a depth change,
it seems, is the abrupt jump in the wave speeds which causes wave reflection at the
deep/shallow interface.

The main di�culty in using equations (2.5)–(2.6) to model the waves generated in
the bouncing drops experiments is that, for most experimental setups, a shallow-water
assumption is hardly justifiable. In fact, in the regions of the bath where the drop bounces,
the wavelength of interest is on the order of the fluid depth, making such waves closer
to infinite-depth waves than to shallow-water waves. In what follows we propose a way
to modify the shallow-water theory so as to remedy this issue, while still retaining the
simplicity of equations (2.5)–(2.6).

We focus our attention on bottom profiles composed of a deep and shallow region,
separated by a discontinuous jump:

h(x) =

(
h0 for x 2 D
h1 for x 62 D

(2.8)

We assume that h0 > h1, and that the drop is located in D at all times, so that the only
waves which may exist outside of D are the product of transmitted waves coming from
D. The key idea which we aim to exploit is that, because of parametric resonance in the
vessel, the waves are to a good approximation monochromatic. This means that not all
wavenumbers need to be modeled correctly, but only those for which the frequency is in
resonance with the driving frequency ⌦ (other wave being less important due to their
rapid temporal decay). These waves are commonly referred to as Faraday waves. Our
goal is therefore to approximate

�z ⇡ r · (h̄r�), (2.9)

where h̄ is an “e↵ective depth”, in a way so as to model the Faraday (i..e subharmonic)
waves correctly in both the deep and shallow regions.

For a fluid of a constant depth hi, it can be shown that

F(�z(x, 0, t)) = |k| tanh (|k|hi)F(�(x, 0, t)), (2.10)

where F denotes the two-dimensional Fourier transform in x and y, and k = (kx, ky)
is the wavenumber vector. If kFi denotes the wavenumber of interest, then in order for
(2.9) to be exact for |k| = kFi , we must choose

h̄ =
tanh (kFihi)

kFi

. (2.11)

We therefore modify equations (2.5)–(2.6) by considering

�t = �g(t)⌘ + 2⌫�?�+
�

⇢
�?⌘, (2.12)

⌘t = �r? · (h̄(x)r?�) + 2⌫�?⌘, (2.13)
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DtN:

Couple to drop using 
MBI, MBII

Waves are monochromatic! Only need to model Faraday 
waves correctly!

Quasi-monochromatic approximation

•  variations in depth modeled as a variation in        ,  phase speed�F

•  allows for first robust modeling of walker-boundary interactions
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(a) Scattering (b) Circular orbit

Figure 2: Di↵erent types of interaction of drops in freespace at �/�F = 0.9. The white
line represents the drops trajectory. Both drops are bouncing in phase.

The process just described is depicted in Figure 3 for two di↵erent values of the memory
parameters, �/�F .
We see in Figure 3 that, as expected, the waves have a much smaller amplitude in

the shallow region (x > 10) than in the deep region (x < 10). However, neither ⌘x nor
⌘ appears to be zero at the interface, suggesting that imposing an e↵ective boundary
condition at places where the depth changes (and therefore treating them as boundaries)
is likely to be more complicated than a homogenous Neumann conditions, as in Gilet
(2014), or a homogenous Dirichlet condition, as in Blanchette (2016). At high memory
(Figure 3b), we also see the formation of interference fringes caused by the wall reflection.
Finally, we observe that although the model roughly captures the correct reflection angle
(experimental and numerical lines are nearly parallel in Figure 3 ), the exact details of
the trajectory near the wall are di↵erent from the experiments, with the experimental
data showing sharper turns near the barrier (specially for high memory).

Interestingly, as recently reported in [cite Giuseppe], the reflection is non-specular
(i.e. incident and reflected angles are not equal). Furthermore, there appears to be a
preferential range of reflected angles. We show in Figure 4b our model’s prediction for
the reflected angle, ✓r, as a function of the incident angle, ✓i, for a drop of radius 0.385mm
at three di↵erent memories. All simulations are started with a drop far enough from the
wall to ensure that the steady walker state has been reached prior to reflection. We see
that although the general trend is still the same as a specular reflection, the bandwidth
of the reflected angles is much smaller. These features are consistent with experimental
observations). A detailed study of planar reflection, quantitative comparison between our
model and experiments, as well as a physical explanation for the phenomena, is presented
in Pucci (2016).

4.3. Dynamics past a slit

We now consider the case of a walker launched towards a single slit. If the drops behaved
like classical macroscopic particles, we would expect its trajectory to remain una↵ected
by the passage through a slit. In the seminal paper of Couder & Fort (2006) it was shown
that this is not the case, and passage through a slit fundamentally a↵ects the dynamics
of walkers. More precisely, in their paper it was found that walkers behaved (on average)
much like a plane wave which di↵racted through a slit. Interestingly, later experiments

Two drops interact 
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Monochromatic approximation
•  assume only dynamically significant waves have the Faraday wavelength

 (Faria 2016)

•  variations in depth modeled as a variation in        ,  phase speed

•  allows for robust modeling of walker-boundary interactions

�F

Reflection from a submerged step Refraction across a submerged step



From reflection to refraction
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Refraction

•  for a small range of barrier depths (                                       ), transmitted    1.5 mm < h1 < 2.5 mm

walkers are refracted.
Might they satisfy something akin to Snell’s Law?

�F = 5mm

h0 = 6.1mm



Snell’s law in optics
•  refraction of light at interface prescribed by indices of refraction:

✓1

✓2

•  provided                , there is an angle of total internal reflection, for which
    

✓2 = ⇡/2n1 > n2

✓c = sin�1(n2/n1)

•  for              , light reflects rather than refracts✓ > ✓c

n1

n2

n1, n2
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v1 =
c

n1
, v2 =

c

n2
  where wave speeds

•  conservation of photon’s x-momentum: 

n1 sin ✓1 = n2 sin ✓2

~k1 sin ✓1 = ~k2 sin ✓2

x
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sin ✓1

=
v2
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=
�2

�1
=
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             wave numbers ki = 2⇡/�i = !i/c

v1

v2

�1

•  light satisfies Fermat’s Principle of Least Time, takes fastest route across interface 

p = ~k
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The Boost equation

For motion at the free walking speed:

•  the inviscid dynamics of a particle with a speed-dependent mass

 In the weak-acceleration limit, the trajectory equation takes the form

 where the walker mass                                         and momentummw = �B(v) m0 pw = mwv

d

dt
pw + Dw v = F

Dw = D0

✓
v2

u2
0

� 1

◆

�B = 1 +
�

2(1 + v2)3/2
 depend on the hydrodynamic boost factor:

 Bush, Oza & Molacek (JFM 2014)

 where the walker mass                                          and a nonlinear drag  drives it to its free walking speed.

d

dt
pw = F



Tangential momentum imparted during reflection:

•  rationalized in terms of the boost equation

d

dt
pw + Dw v = F

Dw = D0

✓
v2

u2
0

� 1

◆

Non-specular reflection from a submerged boundary
Pucci, Saenz, Faria & Bush (JFM, 2016)

•  assume force F acts only normal to boundary, and 

< 0 ,    since 

during wall interaction.

�py =

Z 1

�1
�Dw(v) v dt

|v| < v0

> 0

•  tangential momentum not conserved owing to boost effect: the wave field  
accelerates the walker towards its free walking speed.

y
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V-shaped launcher

Magnet
Rotating ring

Magnetic launcher

•  repeatable experiments require isolation of walkers from air currents - a lid
•  launcher allows for continuous running of experiments without opening lid



Magnetic launcher



Drop radius : 
R (mm)

Shallow region depth: 
h2 (mm) Memory

0.39 2.01 0,85-0,90-0,95-0,99
- 2.11 0,85-0,90-0,95-0,99
- 2.21 0,85-0,90-0,95-0,99

0.375 2.01 0,90-0,95-0,99
- 2.11 0,85-0,90-0,95-0,99
- 2.21 0,90-0,95-0,99

0.365 2.01 0,90-0,95-0,99
- 2.11 0,90-0,95-0,99
- 2.21 0,90-0,95-0,99

0.355 2.11 0,99
- 2.21 0,95-0,99

~40 trajectories per dataset  
≈ 1200 Trajectories 

Parameter  regime  
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R=0.39mm / Mem=0.95 / h1=2.21mmA single data set

•  walker speed decreases by approximately 20% over a distance ~1cm

•  boost effects associated with speed variations less significant in refraction

Anomalous boost  
effects induced 
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Snell’s law for walkers
•  conservation of walker’s x-momentum requires:

✓1

✓2

•  provided                , there is an angle of total internal reflection, for which
    

✓2 = ⇡/2n1 > n2

•  for              , walkers reflect rather than refract✓ > ✓c

n1

n2

✓c

•  effective index of refraction:  

x
v1

v2

�1m v1 sin ✓1 = �2m v2 sin ✓2

•  effective Snell’s Law:  

.

sin ✓2
sin ✓1

=
�1v1
�2v2

=
n1

n2

•  consistent with Maupertuis’s Principle of Least Action:      I =

Z
�Bmv2 dt

✓c = sin�1 �2v2
�1v1

n = �Bv



Total internal reflection 

✓c = sin�1 n2

n1
= sin�1 �2v2

�1v1
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One anticipates: 

• discrepancy attributable to anomalous Boost effect arising during oblique approach

Mem=0.9
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Biconcave submerged 
     acrylic barrier

hb = 4.1mm h1 = 2.01 mm
R=0.375mm / Mem=0.95

Topographic lensing 

•  provides means of focusing walker motion using bottom topography

ho = 6.11mm

1

f
=

2

R

✓
1� n2

n1

◆

d R

n1n2

Lens-maker’s Equation:
In   d/R <<1  limit, focal length f given by

n1



Monochromatic approximation
•  assume only dynamically significant waves have the Faraday wavelength

 (Faria 2016)

•  variations in depth modeled as a variation in        ,  phase speed

•  allows for first robust modeling of walker-boundary interactions
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